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Letter from the President 
Can you help?????????  Our Club is so very fortunate to have members with so many diverse interests in their 

involvement with Springers.  Many members volunteer their time and expertise to insure that events and programs run 

smoothly and of course that the Newsletter is published. 

I’d like to thank the officers and board members for their involvement in each and every activity, the AKC sanctioned 

point shows, match shows and obedience trials, the AKC sanctioned Field Trial, the Rescue Program and this Newsletter. 

Currently we need a volunteer to help with the Rescue portion of the Newsletter, we really would like to feature 

adopted dogs in each issue.  Karen Markiewicz is quite busy as Adoption/Surrender Coordinator, Gini Titterton helps her 

by maintaining a spreadsheet containing the adopter’s name, address, dog’s name and date of adoption.  We need 

someone who will provide the Newsletter editor, Gail Schuljan, with “little follow-up stories” about each dog that is 

adopted, and this has to be in a computer generated word document that can be emailed to Gail as an attachment.  Of 

course a photo would be a perfect addition to the story. 

In the next edition of the Newsletter we will be announcing our needs for volunteers at upcoming events in 2015, at this 

time the Field Trial is the only event that would benefit from additional workers. 

Now go and give your dogs a big hug, enjoy reading this edition, and consider volunteering to help with the Newsletter 

or in the future with 2015 events. 

Marge 

Upcoming Events 

ESSCLI Supported Entry with Suffolk County Kennel Club, Inc. 

Saturday, September 27, 2014 
Ring 4 at 11:00 a.m.    Judge:  Mr. Robert Shreve  Entry 1-3(1-1)0 

Flowerfield Fairgrounds 

Route 25A, St. James, NY 11780 

The English Springer Spaniel 
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ESSCLI Field Trial October 4
th

and 5
th

 

Richard Stewart Farm 6225 Dublin Rd, Canisteo, NY. 

This year is the clubs 25
th

 year holding field trials and we would like to make it special by 

having a banquet on Saturday night after the All-age Open stakes. Awards ceremony will 

be held at the banquet. It will be held at the Bath Country club. There will be a cash bar, 

h’orsdoeuvres will be served at the bar prior to dinner, the buffet will include carving stations, a 

pasta station, make your own salad, potato and vegetables, coffee and desert. Cost of the 

banquet will be $30. 

CLUB NEWS 

The Board appointed Scott Gillis as the Treasurer of the club.  Scott’s Director position will be filled by Ted 

Legala.  Congratulations to Scott and Welcome to Ted. 

Dues for 2015 are due by December 1, 2014. 

ESSCLI Annual Match Show and 
Suffolk County Kennel Club, Inc. 7th Annual Canine Experience Event 
A huge thank you to our club members who judged for us, Bonnie Regan and Scott Gillis.  Always 
there to lend a hand were Carol and Kevin Dolan, Cheryl Kraft and Steve Tomaszewski, Gail 
Schuljan and Scott Gillis, Ann Barile, Marge Silverthorn, Joyce Rienzo, and Gini Titterton.  The 
weather was comfortable and a good time was had by all. 
 
Bonnie Regan Judged the Breed Classes and Junior Handler 

Best in Match Piece – Cheryl Kraft 
 Best Opposite KC’s McDuff – Kevin and Carol Dolan 
 Best PeeWee Junior Grace Kraft with Piece 
Scott Gillis Judged Best Veteran in Sweeps  

Nora- Cheryl Kraft 

 
We are looking for Springer Pin-Ups! 

 
The rescue committee is creating a 2015 calendar.  This fundraiser will include pictures of our 
members’ dogs!  If you would like to have your dog considered for the calendar, please submit a 
.jpeg file to Gail Schuljan at esscli@optimum.net.  In the subject line, please use the title 
Calendar Picture.  We will need the name of your dog, your first and last names, and a cute 
sentence or two about what makes your springer super special.  The deadline for pictures is 
October 31, 2014. 

 

mailto:esscli@optimum.net
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Picture taking tips: 

 The dog should be the main focus of the picture and take up most of the frame 

 If you get down to the dog’s level, or the dog up to your level, the perspective will be better 

 Try not to have the dog in shadows, see which way the sun is shining and position the dog accordingly 

 Check the background…is that a tree growing out of your dog’s head? 

 Have fun!  Reward with treats! 

 Be careful using a flash, no devil dogs with red eyes, please.  Natural lighting works best to capture your 
springer’s soulful eyes. 

 

The Winner’s Circle 

Congratulations to All!!!! 
 Gerilyn Wilken’s Ziva earned her second leg in the Beginner Novice class. 

 Bonnie Regan and Boston(CH Keepsake Sunlain Premium Blend RN) completed his Beginner Novice 

title. 

 Cheryl Kraft’s Nora got her OAP. She is now CH Constant Late Breaking News RN OA OAJ OAP NJP 

NF CA CGC 

 Not to be outdone by mom, Cheryl’s Piece got her NA. She is now Aspatuck’s Piece And Qs RN NA 

NJP CGC 

 Evelyn Beede reports that Miss Emmie competed in Rally Nov. B and scored 99 and first place. When 

the judge asked if we were ready, my response was, "Only the Lord Knows with this one!!!!" Well, I 

guess He did. On the next day, Miss Emm made me very proud. She not only got a 90 and 3rd place in 

Rally Nov. B, she now has her RN Title. 

The English Springer Spaniel Field Trial Association (our parent club) announced its 2013 

Multi-titlist Certificates.  Congratulations to Cheryl Kraft with Piece and Too. 

Aspatuck’s Piece And Qs NJP CGC (CGC NJP) &CH Aspatuck’s Too Makes Four RN NAP OJP NFP CGC 

(OJP CGC NFP) 

At the Southern Tier hunt test club members made quite a showing. Richie Soule, Rick 
Wilhelm, Damon Licari and Ted Lagala all did a great job. Both Richie and Ted finished 
their Senior Hunters Titles on their dogs Peter and Buck. Richie also completed one leg 
of the Masters. Damon received two qualifying ribbons with his dog Moozie and Rick 
received a qualifying ribbon with Nate in the Seniors. 

Ted Lagala’s dog Spirit placed 4th in the Spring in the Open All-Age at the Ohio Valley 
Trial and placed 2nd this fall in the Open All-Age at the Euclid trial also in Ohio. Rick 
Wilhelm’s Nate placed 4th at Bushy Hill on 3-23-14 in the Amateur and 3rd at Valley Forge 
on 3-16-14 in the Amateur. 
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Dog Tales   

Our ESS’s are regular news hounds and all round gossips!  Here’s what’s happening in our 
springer community!  

Puppy Legacy Keepsake Gem Stone (Kenzie) made her show debut with Mom 

Bonnie Regan…Z Kraft is now a Chico catalog girl…Marge Silverthorn welcomes adopted kitty Ms. Cali to her 

home…Miss Cali hopes that Mom doesn’t think she works for food, she is a cat you know!!!...Doug Richardson and 

Guinness return to the golf course to chase geese…Diane Richardson reports that Guinness, her born blind boy who 

doesn't let his lack of vision stop him from anything, has his own little fan club of golfers that cheer as he chases 

geese down the fairways. He is quite a hunter, even blind, he caught a woodchuck and brought it in through the 

doggie door and dropped it at her feet…Joyce and John Rienzo welcome Bette, their new Wheaten puppy. 

   

Doug and Guinness Cruise the Links    I brought you a present!    Good work, Guinness, not a goose to be found! 

   

Nora and Grace Kraft share a magical moment.    Cheryl Kraft converted the picture to a sketch. 

Interested in seeing what agility is all about?  Visit one of our Long Island agility trials. 

Long Island Golden Retriever Club 

Saturday & Sunday, September 20 & 21, 2014 

Suffolk County Farm & Education Center 

350 Yaphank Avenue, Yaphank, NY 11980-0129  

 

Ladies Kennel Club 

Saturday & Sunday, October 4 & 5, 2014 

Planting Fields Arboretum 

1395 Planting Fields Rd, Oyster Bay, NY 11771 
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Farewell, my Friend 

Shelby Gaudio bids farewell to Spencer.  She told us that she and her husband just loved him dearly.  He 

was a wild boy for a couple years, but settled down beautifully and gave us his love and devotion for many 

years. 

 

     

Ralph Silverthorn, Treasurer, ESSCLI 

With heavy hearts, we say good-bye to a dear friend and dog lover.  Over the decades, Ralph has done so 

much for ESSCLI and rescue, that it is not even possible to enumerate his contributions.  We can all recall 

some of Ralph’s finer moments, such as getting on his hands and knees with a pheasant in his mouth to show 

Dudly how to retrieve a bird at a hunt test; or demonstrating how to dunk for hotdogs at springer fun day; his 

going to shelters to bail out dogs.  He was a friend and mentor to many of us.  We miss you, Ralph. 

Most memorable is Ralph’s deep love and attachment to his dogs.  Over the years, he and Marge owned 

several black and white springers:  Brooke, Dudly, Peter, Nicky, Basia, and most recently Paper.  Paper, the 

name Ralph picked for this little black and white tri-color puppy.  A name he remembered from a show on war 

dogs…and one special war dog named Paper who earned Ralph’s admiration.  It was Ralph’s tribute to all war 

dogs, and little Paper lived up to his name.  For many years, Paper and Ralph were inseparable, spending 

their days together enjoying each other’s company.  Somehow it only seems fitting that Paper crossed the 

rainbow bridge just weeks before Ralph joined him.  Once again, they will spend their days blissfully together.  
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From the Archives 

A BRIEF FIELD HISTORY by Ted Legala 

Under the leadership of Frank Patinelli, and with the support of several other prominent members including 

Louis Pastore, Dr. Roger Schenone, Clayton Perry, Willie Nixdorf, Vince Palladino, Tom Longnecker and others, 

the club began the process of becoming licensed to hold AKC licensed field trials.  The ESSCLI informal trials 

were sanctioned by the AKC and were run over a period of years.  Once the club had completed the required 

number of sanctioned B trials, it then had to offer more structured A trials which included sending out entry 

forms and having participants submit formal entries to the club.  These A trials, as they were referred to, 

included all of the necessary steps that were needed to hold a licensed trial. All of the sanctioned trials were 

held on the DEC Navy property in Calverton on LI New York.  After having successfully completing the requisite 

number of AKC Sanctioned A&B trials, the AKC approved the ESSCLI to conduct AKC licensed field trials. 

The first ESSCLI AKC licensed field trial was held on October 6-7, 1990 at the NYSDEC Multiple Use Area in 

Lafayetville, NY.  That first field trial committee included John Lamendola-chairman, Louis Pastore-secretary, 

Frank Patinelli, Bruce Hotchkiss and Earl Reyes. 

Training continued on weekends for years in the 90’s on some farm property in Riverhead.  Members who 

regularly attended included John Lamendola, Tom Longnecker and his wife Jean, Kevin Dolan, Elizabeth 

Buckman, Jennifer Burrell, Josh Perry, Bruce Hotchkiss, Earl Reyes,Frank Pomes, Buzz Hartshorn and Richard 

Soule.  Also, during the early 90’s, the club conducted licensed hunt tests, working dog tests and fun field days 

mostly on the Navy property in Calverton and once on the North Fork Preserve Property in Riverhead.  A 

licensed hunt test was also held at Dyson Orchards near Clinton Corner, NY.    

John Lamendola continued to chair and Kevin Dolan served as Field trial secretary for several annual licensed 

field trials which were held in lower NYS at Dyson Orchards near Clinton Corners, Conklin Hill, and the Grassi 

Estate for examples. But, as time went on, it became increasingly difficult to find available property in lower 

NYS suitable for field trials.  For a number of years, the Brown/Burns property became ESSCLI’s signature, or 

“home” grounds.   

It should also be noted that behind the scenes the ESSCLI board of directors and officers have provided 

ongoing support for the past 25 years for our field trials, hunting tests, working dog tests and fun field days.  

Happy Trialing for another 25 years!  
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Since our last newsletter, the following dogs and one lucky kitty found their forever homes. 

     
Cassie & Rufus Ardito    Chaucer Eisele           Darlya Moylett 

 

     
Dylan Hildebrandt        Ernie Sonneborn    Sam  Googins 

 

   
Tully Beaulieu          Ms. Cali Silverthorn 
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E.S.S.C.L.I., INC. RESCUE is truly fortunate and very grateful to all our donors.  For many years our Newsletters always 

published the names of our supporters and we would like to try to do so again.  The following had their donations 

deposited from January to September 2014.  In future editions of the Newsletter we will try to recognize folks who donated 

in 2013. 

Karen & Joe Markiewicz…Barbara & Tom Huber…Julie & Breck Turner…Stuart & Doris Peim…Peter & Dona 

Ardito…Cheryl Kraft…Mary Good…Peggy & John Accardo…David Kristol & Margorie Brandriss…Rudolph 

Auslander…Susan Hamann…John Broven…Corrine & Jim Burns…Joyce & John Rienzo…Thomas Longnecker…Pam 

Vogt…Lacy Clites…Bessie & Kit Scripps…Kathy Kirk…Geralyn Wilkens…Mary & John Wehle 

 

BobbieJo Farman & Ellen Petcavage with special thanks for helping Oliver 

Charles Lauer with continued thanks for Dottie 

Josh & Jan Walker with special thanks for Freckles, adopted 12/4/13 

Judy & Bob Basile with special thanks for Molly, adopted 2/15/14 

George Norman with special thanks for Jack, adopted 2/28/14 

Mark Hunchard with thanks from Freddy for finding him his forever home with Mark 

Dr.Rosalie & Alan Friend in honor of our wonderful Sophie 

 

Kristin Juliano Llanos in loving memory of Andy 

Sally Helm in loving memory of Milo 

Vonny Ryan Roth in loving memory of Lucia Huebner's Zella 

Marcia & Tom Comshaw in loving memory of Sammie, adopted 2/22/2000 

Dale Lenahan in loving memory of Gail & Scott's Alice 

Georgia Sabatino in loving memory of Gail & Scott's Alice 

Gail & Scott Gillis in loving memory of their Alice, Kismet's Allison Ribbons RE, BN, CGC 

Edna Schuljan in loving memory of Gail & Scott's Alice 

Ann Barile in loving memory of Gail & Scott's Alice 

Gail Schuljan & Scott Gillis in loving memory of Marge & Ralph Silverthorn's Woodlander's Paper Dream 

 

Dale Lenahan in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

Linda Myslinski in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

Bonnie  Regan in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

Joyce & John Rienzo in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

Ernie, Marilyn & Annette  Kussmaul in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

Edna Randolph in memory of Ralph Silverthorn 

 

Check us out on Facebook  for the most recent updates of the dogs that are adopted and rescue 

news.  Please like us on Facebook – English Springer Spaniel Club of Long Island  - Rescue.   

AKC NEWS 

Effective January 1, 2015 English Springer Spaniels may be judged 

on the ramp, at the discretion of the judge. 
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WHAT IS THE AKC COURSING ABILITY TEST ANYWAY?  Thank you Cheryl Kraft for this information! 

 
The purpose of the AKC Coursing Ability Test is to provide all dogs and their owners an enjoyable, healthy activity in 
which they can participate. Dogs run singularly and are required to complete their course with enthusiasm and without 
interruption within a maximum amount of time. This is a pass/fail event. Based on the sport of lure coursing, Coursing 
Ability Tests will serve as an introduction to the sport for all eligible dog owners.   Coursing Ability Tests are open to all 
dogs at least 12 months of age that are either 1) individually registered with the AKC, 2) recorded in the Foundation 
Stock Service (FSS) program, 3) individually registered with a foreign or domestic registry organization whose pedigrees 
are acceptable for AKC registration, 4) dogs granted a Purebred Alternative Listing (PAL) number, 5) dogs with AKC 
Limited or Conditional Registration, or 6) dogs enrolled in the AKC Canine Partners program.  
 
The Coursing Ability Test (CAT) is a pass/fail test wherein all entrants always run individually. This is to say they run once, 
and they run alone. Because safety is of the utmost importance, the CAT takes into consideration the individual dog 
pursuing qualification and therefore has two different course lengths to accommodate the type and size of the entrant. 
In either case, dogs will chase a lure made of plastic strips.  

 DOGS LESS THAN 12” TALL & “FLAT FACED” DOGS. Any entrant that is less than 12” tall at the withers and/or 
brachycephalic will run a clearly marked 300-yard* course (or as close to 300 yards as possible) course that is 
basically rectangular in shape with turns no more acute than 90 degrees.  

 DOGS MORE THAN 12” TALL. Any entrant that is taller than 12” at the withers and not brachycephalic shall run 
a clearly marked 600-yard** course (or as close to 600 yards as possible) that is basically rectangular in shape 
with turns no more acute than 90 degrees.  

In order to pass, the dog must complete the course with enthusiasm and without interruption within the maximum 
amount of time for the course length. The judge keeps the official time and decides the merits of the dog’s performance. 
For a 300-yard* course, a dog must complete the test in less than 90 seconds; for a 600-yard** course, 120 seconds. 
(*200 yards for Veteran dogs 7 Years and older; **400 yards for Veteran dogs 7 years and older)  
If there is a question which course a dog should run, the judge will decide.  
 
Three titles will be awarded for dogs that pass the Coursing Ability Test the required number of times. These are suffix 
titles that will appear on a dog’s pedigree with a higher level title superseding a lower level title.  
Coursing Ability (CA) – Awarded to a dog that passes the Coursing Ability Test three times under at least two different 
judges. Coursing Ability Advanced (CAA) – Dog passes the Coursing Ability Test ten times. (CA + 7 passes)  
Coursing Ability Excellent (CAX) – Dog passes the Coursing Ability Test 25 times.  
Coursing Ability Excellent 2 (CAX2) – Dog passes the Coursing Ability Test 50 times. A higher numbered title will be 

awarded for every additional 25 passes. 

A Little of This, A Little of That! 

Teach Your Dog to Run a Circle Around You by americankennelclub 
Try this fun trick with your dog! Nancy Field CPDT-KA of Port Chester Obedience Training Club demonstrates "Teach Your Dog to Run a Circle Around 
You" with her Labrador Retriever, "Emma." Let us know how it works for you. 

 

 Teach Your Dog the Leg Weaveby americankennelclub 
Rick Pisani CPDT-KA of the Port Chester Obedience Training Club and his Border Collie, “Disco,” demonstrate how to teach the leg weave to your dog.  

 

http://akcdoglovers.com/2014/08/01/teach-your-dog-to-run-a-circle-around-you/
http://akcdoglovers.com/author/americankennelclub/
http://akcdoglovers.com/2014/06/19/teach-your-dog-the-leg-weave/
http://akcdoglovers.com/author/americankennelclub/
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The Explanation Behind Canine “Kisses” by VetDepot  

Like it or not, there’s a good chance your dog isn’t shy about licking your face. Some people find this adorable, 

while others find these “kisses” a little gross. Either way, you’ve probably wondered why dogs display this 

behavior. 

Below are four reasons why dogs choose to use their slobbery tongues: 

1.) As a sensory tool: Just like touch or smell, taste is another way to explore something. Dogs may lick 

someone they don’t know all that well to learn more about them. 

2.) To get attention: Dogs sometimes just want to remind their owners that they’re there and would love some 

attention. It’s like they’re saying “pet me, I’m cute!” 

3.) To ask for something they want: Puppies lick their mothers prior to feeding, so some dogs might lick their 

humans to get something they want. These desires might include food, treats, or maybe even a walk. 

4.) It’s a learned behavior: Chances are, your dog loves you and is passing along a learned behavior from his or 

her canine mother. Their mom licked them and now they’re licking you. Plus, many dogs have realized that 

licking gets them a positive reaction, so they do it more often. 

Four Household Dangers that Can Harm Your Pet! by VetDepot  

There are several everyday items lurking around homes that can be hazardous to pets if ingested. Some of these 

items are so common that it might be easy to forget to keep them out of reach from curious dogs and cats. 

Below are four common household dangers to be aware of: 

1.) Pennies: Pennies contain zine, which can cause anemia, kidney, failure, and even heart failure. Ingestion of 

just one penny can be fatal in some cases. 

2.) Batteries Chewing on a battery can lead to severe ulcers in the mouth, esophagus, and stomach. 

3.) Fertilizer: If you treat your lawn with fertilizer, be sure to keep your pets away until it’s dry. Some fertilizers 

contain dangerous amounts of phosphorus, zinc, nitrogen, and other potentially hazardous components. 

4.) Detergents and dryer sheets: These laundry staples can cause ulcers in the mouth, stomach and esophagus in 

cats and dogs. 
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Do you know that SEPTEMBER IS NATIONAL DISASTER PREPAREDNESS MONTH 

the following information is brought to you by the Suffolk ASPCA 

Help your animal stay safe! Your pet counts on you. Have a plan in place. Prepare for the unexpected. Be ready 

to evacuate. Have essential supplies ready to "grab and go." Know where to find temporary housing for you and 

your pet.  

Make sure that your pet can be identified. Your pet should always wear his or her ID collar and rabies tag. 

In the event that you must evacuate, take care of your pet. Never leave your pet behind. He/she may become 

lost, injured-or worse.  

Have a plan in advance: 

 Consider friends and relatives outside your local area.  

 Check for Pet Friendly Shelters. 

 Hotels and motels that allow pets.  

 Petswelcome.com has a listing of pet-friendly options. 

Create a pet emergency supply kit: Pack basic supplies including food, medication, flashlight, food and water 

bowls, can opener, cage or carrier, extra collar, litter box, plastic trash bags.  

Bring important records including recent photo of your with our pet, contact information, microchip information 

Some additional information : 

http://www.weather.com/newscenter/topstories/040804hurricanepets.html 

http://www.weather.com/lifestyle/pets/pet-disaster-prepared-20120420 

 

NEW  ITEMS  -  Visit  www.springerspaniel.org  to view our other items and to order via PayPal.  Please contact Gail 

Schuljan at esscli@optimum.net  for availability of embroidered items.  Checks should be payable to ESSCLI Rescue. 

SUPER SNOOD SALE!!!!!!!! 

$5.00 each plus shipping! 

For Newsletter Recipients Only 

Let us pick out the perfect snood for you.  Tell us the color of your dog and what your color or holiday 
preference is and we will find the right snood for your pooch! 

Email Gail at ESSCLI@optimum.net  

http://www.weather.com/newscenter/topstories/040804hurricanepets.html
http://www.weather.com/lifestyle/pets/pet-disaster-prepared-20120420
http://www.springerspaniel.org/
mailto:esscli@optimum.net
mailto:ESSCLI@optimum.net
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English Springer Spaniel Club of Long Island 
Annual Dues Notice for January – December 2015 
 
Regardless of whether you join the club, make a rescue donation or donate to 

the trophy fund, we would like to have your updated contact information and areas of interest. The newsletter will 
be sent to you via email.   Please submit dues by December 1, 2014. 
 
NAME:____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________  
 
PHONE NUMBER: ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
EMAIL ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________________ 
(Needed to receive club information and the newsletter)  

 
Areas of interest: Show Obedience Tracking Field Rally CGC Agility Therapy Dog Rescue Companion  
 
DUES: Note: Associate membership is for individuals and families who do not live on Long Island  

Family $35  

Individual $25  

Associate Membership and Juniors $15  
PLEASE USE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT WITH YOUR CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO ESSCLI, INC. TO:  
Gail Schuljan, ESSCLI Secretary 120 9th Avenue, Holtsville, NY 11742   
 

Item Amount 

Dues $ 

Trophy Fund $ 

Hospitality $ 

Rescue Donation  
Please provide a separate check 
made payable to ESSCLI-Rescue  $ 

Total $ 

 

  

   


